COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

HELP & RECEPTION DESK
+ SIGNAGE

NOTES: PLACE DECAL AT EACH POINT OF SERVICE
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

LECTERNs
+ SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati

8.5"X11" FOLDED CARDSTOCK

SANITIZER STATION
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

NOTES:
SPACE CHAIRS TO PROVIDE 6' SEPARATION
REMOVE EXTRA CHAIRS WHEN POSSIBLE

Sanitizer Station

Classroom Type 7 + Signage
NOTES: SPACE CHAIRS TO PROVIDE 6’ SEPARATION
REMOVE EXTRA CHAIRS WHEN POSSIBLE
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

CLASSROOM TYPE 6
+ SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati

Seat is closed for social distancing
Seat is closed for social distancing

**NOTES:**
- SPACE DESKS & ROWS TO PROVIDE 6’ SEPARATION
- REMOVE EXTRA TABLES & CHAIRS WHEN POSSIBLE

5”x5” VINYL

**DO NOT SIT HERE**

8.5”x11” VINYL

**CLASSROOM TYPE 4A**

+ SIGNAGE
**COVID CAREFUL**
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

**CLASSROOM TYPE 2 (OPTION 1)**
+ SIGNAGE

*Seat is closed for social distancing*

5”x5” VINYL

SANITIZER STATION

8.5”x11” FOLDED CARDSTOCK
CLASSROOM TYPE 2 (OPTION 2)

+ SIGNAGE

8.5"x11" VINYL

8.5"x11" FOLDED CARDSTOCK

University of Cincinnati
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

University of Cincinnati
NOTES:
SPACE DESKS TO PROVIDE 6' SEPARATION
REMOVE EXTRA DESKS & CHAIRS WHEN POSSIBLE
University of Cincinnati

COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

CLASSROOM DOORS
+ SIGNAGE

NOTES: POST NEAR ROOM NUMBER SIGN
POST NEAR ROOM CAPACITY SIGN

11"X17" CARDSTOCK

8.5"X11" CARDSTOCK
COVID CAREFUL

GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

AUDITORIUM DOORS
+ SIGNAGE

NOTES:
- POST NEAR ROOM NUMBER SIGN
- POST NEAR ROOM CAPACITY SIGN

NOTES:
- POST DECAL AT ENTRANCE APPROACH & EXIT APPROACH

University of Cincinnati
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

ELEVATOR LOBBY A
+ SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati

NOTES:
- ALLOW ELEVATOR OCCUPANTS TO PASS
- DO NOT OBSTRUCT CIRCULATION
- BEARCAT-PAW TOWARDS DESTINATION

Sanitizer Dispenser
- 8.5"x11" Cardstock
- 8.5"x11" Vinyl

15"x15" Floor Decal

8.5"x11" Signage

Elevator Guidance
- Max 2 people per elevator
- Wear mask at all times
- Stay 6 feet apart

Maintain 6' Distance
- Do not sit here
- Wait here

University of Cincinnati

COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

ELEVATOR LOBBY B
+ SIGNAGE

NOTES:
ALLOW ELEVATOR OCCUPANTS TO PASS
DO NOT OBSTRUCT CIRCULATION
BEARCAT-PAW TOWARDS DESTINATION
CAUTION HIGH TRAFFIC

- High touch
  Avoid contact
- Wash hands
  for 20 seconds
- Wait mask
  at all times

MAINTAIN DISTANCE

- 6' distance

WAIT HERE

- BEARCAT-PAW TOWARDS DESTINATION

NOTES:
- ALLOW ELEVATOR OCCUPANTS TO PASS
- DO NOT OBSTRUCT CIRCULATION
- BEARCAT-PAW TOWARDS DESTINATION

ELEVATOR LOBBY C

+ SIGNAGE
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

SHUTTLE STOP + SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati
Seat is closed for social distancing

5"x5" VINYL

FOR YOUR SAFETY

Stay away
Wear mask
Clean hands
6'

8.5"x11" FOLDED CARDSTOCK

MAINTAIN DISTANCE

10"x 10" FLOOR DECAL

NOTES: SPACE FURNITURE TO PROVIDE 6' SEPARATION
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

SEATING AREA B
+ SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati
DO NOT SIT HERE

FOR YOUR SAFETY
- Wear mask at all times
- Practice social distancing
- Stay 6 feet apart
- No contact

SEATING AREA C
+ SIGNAGE
COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

University of Cincinnati

SEATING AREA D
+ SIGNAGE
FOR YOUR SAFETY

- Wear mask at all times
- Wash hands for 20 seconds
- Max 2 people in elevators
- Feel sick, stay home

CAUTION HIGH TRAFFIC

- Wear mask at all times
- Wash hands for 20 seconds
- Max 2 people in elevators
- Feel sick, stay home

NOTES: SPACE CHAIRS TO PROVIDE
6' SEPARATION REMOVE EXTRA CHAIRS WHEN POSSIBLE

8.5"X11" FOLDED CARDSTOCK

11"X17" CARDSTOCK

SEATING AREA D

CAREFUL GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

University of Cincinnati
SANITIZER FILL STATION + SIGNAGE

University of Cincinnati

COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

8.5"X11" CARDSTOCK

SANITIZER DISPENSER

SANITATION Station

COVID CAREFUL
DON’T FORGET YOUR MASK

WASH HANDS FOR 20 SECONDS

REMEMBER 6 FEET APART

COVID CAREFUL
GUIDELINES FOR VIRUS PROTECTION ON UC CAMPUS

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
University of Cincinnati